We are imagining how Oxford University’s culture, processes, and technology must evolve in the digital era.

Making it possible for students and staff in all roles at Oxford to realise their fullest potential with new digital experiences that are good for people and planet.

Over the next few years, we will partner with leaders and their teams across the collegiate University to introduce appropriately paced and carefully coordinated changes that meet both central and local needs.

We will enable Oxford to continue to advance learning by teaching and research and preserve its unique place in the world by being digitally fit for the future.

NEW DIGITAL GOVERNANCE

We’ll introduce Oxford’s new digital governance framework and operating model.

A significant feature of this will be the ‘business’ and IT teams working closer than ever to deliver digital changes.

TRANSFORMATIONAL INITIATIVES

We’ll deliver new digital transformation initiatives, projects, and programmes.

COMPETENCY CENTRES

We’ll continuously help to advance colleagues’ digital competencies across Oxford; and we’ll also introduce some new Centres.

DELIVERING INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES

We’ll work with the University, division, and department teams to change the way digital services are delivered.

BECOMING AGILE

We’ll introduce the Agile method to evolve how we define, design, test, and deploy digital changes.

‘Business’ and IT colleagues will work as closely-aligned portfolio teams to deliver continuous improvement so transformation becomes a regular thing and doesn’t feel like a big event.

MORE INVESTIGATIVES

We’ll explore more new possibilities for Oxford University to modernise whilst preserving its uniqueness.